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This is not a nice article to write and it is not intended to replace 
professional advice. It is a collection of tips and strategies I have developed 
over the years as I have worked with children and young people.  
 
I have noticed that these changes in behaviour can indicate a child is 
grieving. 
 

 
 
Your child could be doing these because everything is different, they are 
growing up or a million other reasons.  
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However, while we are living through this period of change there are a 
couple of things that might help you prepare your child for any brevements 
because someone has died or everything is different and it is too hard to 
explain.  
 
There are five stages of grief and there are no rules for when they appear 
or in which order. Children around the age of 9 or 10 understand death as 
something which is an ending. Before that age, children will talk about and 
might have experienced it when a pet dies and might not understand the 
process.  

 
So what do I suggest you do to prepare your child for bereavement? The 
estimated deaths from COVID-19 are complex to calculate and based on 
models which collect data from different sources. The children and young 
people I am working with have asked me how many people will die and  
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should they be worried about them (or someone they love dying). This is a 
really difficult question to answer but important to answer. My top tips? Be 
honest, explain in words your child will understand that some people might 
die and we have to follow the rules of staying indoor to help stop the spread 
of the virus.  
 
If your family experiences bereavement, a pet dog, cat or spider then it is 
important to help your child express their feelings and voice them. You can 
help by naming the feeling, this acknowledges it and helps your child to 
learn about their feelings. You can make a memory book, draw pictures 
and make a treasure box of precious things. These can help the child to 
come to terms with death. Once your child has started the process of 
grieving they can find themselves feeling stuck with a feeling and not 
knowing what to do with it. This is when it is important to listen to them and 
help them move onto the next stage of grieving.  
 
I have included some interviews and written pieces which have been 
written by some children (aged 8-10) which might help you understand 
bereavement from a child's perspective.  
 
These children were asked to write a short piece on ‘hard feelings’. They 
were given no other instructions and this is what they produced. 
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This is a personal account of an eight year boy talking about the death of 
his dog over two years ago. 
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A section of an interview a group of children wrote. I have only included a 
section as after this there are some silly sounds and words to make the 
interview sound less ‘serious’! 
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With my own and these children I have answered any questions they have 
asked me about who might die and if I could die. This time of change can 
create anxiety in children and adults alike so being honest about your 
feelings can teach children to describe and accept their feelings.  
 
Radio four has a wealth of radio programmes that you can listen to and 
these as well as my own research and experience has formed these 
suggestions.  
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